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Active Dentate Granule Cells Encode Experience to Promote
the Addition of Adult-Born Hippocampal Neurons
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The continuous addition of new dentate granule cells (DGCs), which is regulated exquisitely by brain activity, renders the hippocampus
plastic. However, how neural circuits encode experiences to affect the addition of adult-born neurons remains unknown. Here, we used
endoscopic Ca 2� imaging to track the real-time activity of individual DGCs in freely behaving mice. For the first time, we found that active
DGCs responded to a novel experience by increasing their Ca 2� event frequency preferentially. This elevated activity, which we found to
be associated with object exploration, returned to baseline by 1 h in the same environment, but could be dishabituated via introduction
to a novel environment. To transition seamlessly between environments, we next established a freely controllable virtual reality system
for unrestrained mice. We again observed increased firing of active neurons in a virtual enriched environment. Interestingly, multiple
novel virtual experiences increased the number of newborn neurons accumulatively compared with a single experience. Finally, optoge-
netic silencing of existing DGCs during novel environmental exploration perturbed experience-induced neuronal addition. Our study
shows that the adult brain conveys novel, enriched experiences to increase the addition of adult-born hippocampal neurons by increasing
the firing of active DGCs.
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Introduction
The hippocampus confers robust plasticity to the adult brain with
the continuous addition of new neurons throughout life (Altman
and Das, 1965; Kempermann et al., 1997; Gould et al., 1999;

Nilsson et al., 1999; Cameron and McKay, 2001; Temprana et al.,
2015). New hippocampal neurons are born daily, and synapti-
cally integrate into the existing dentate granule cell (DGC) circuit
(Zhao et al., 2008). The integrated new neurons not only rejuve-
nate the existing circuit, but also affect hippocampus-related be-
havior directly (Ge et al., 2006; Gu et al., 2013; Kirschen et al.,
2016). Interestingly, an increase in the number of new hippocam-
pal neurons added within a given period is reflected in a benefit to
complex, hippocampus-based behaviors (Sahay et al., 2011a).
The question that remains to date is how the adult brain is able to
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Significance Statement

Adult brains are constantly reshaping themselves from synapses to circuits as we encounter novel experiences from moment to moment.
Importantly, this reshaping includes the addition of newborn hippocampal neurons. However, it remains largely unknown how our
circuits encode experience-induced brain activity to govern the addition of new hippocampal neurons. By coupling in vivo Ca2� imaging
of dentate granule neurons with a novel, unrestrained virtual reality system for rodents, we discovered that a new experience increased
firing of active dentate granule neurons rapidly and robustly. Exploration in multiple novel virtual environments, compared with a single
environment, promoted dentate activation and enhanced the addition of new hippocampal neurons accumulatively. Finally, silencing
this activation optogenetically during novel experiences perturbed experience-induced neuronal addition.
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control the number of new neurons to be added into its circuits in
a given period.

Mounting evidence suggests that brain activity regulates the
number of newborn neurons, likely through three strategies:
(1) control of the pool size of available newborn neurons via
proliferation and differentiation of neural progenitors, (2) the
survival rate of newborn neurons, and (3) their functional inte-
gration. Hippocampus-guided exploration enhances the circuit
integration of newborn DGCs while promoting the activation of
the trisynaptic circuit (Kempermann et al., 1997; Kee et al., 2007;
Tashiro et al., 2007; Freund et al., 2015). This regulation may arise
from enhancing the activity of the DGC circuit to regulate the
pool of new neurons. One study showed that acute electrical
stimulation of the perforant pathway increases the proliferation
of progenitors (Stone et al., 2011) or by activating local interneu-
ron circuits, which promotes the survival of newborn DGCs
(Song et al., 2013). Other recent investigations have shown that
hippocampal-based behaviors may rewire local interneuron con-
nections converging onto DGCs to regulate hippocampal neuro-
genesis (Bergami et al., 2015; Temprana et al., 2015; Alvarez et al.,
2016). However, it remains to be tested whether such stimulation
promoting enhanced neurogenesis was propagated through ex-
citatory circuits. Together, these observations led us to speculate
that the existing excitatory DG circuitry may be the key regulator
controlling the quantity of new hippocampal neurons to be added
within a given period.

The plausibility of this speculation has also been revealed
when the normal progression of adult neurogenesis becomes dis-
rupted. For example, epileptiform discharge, which activates the
DG circuit tonically, increases progenitor cell proliferation acutely,
but exhausts neurogenesis chronically by depleting the progeni-
tor pool and inducing aberrant connectivity among newborn
DGCs (Scharfman et al., 2000; Madsen et al., 2003; Jakubs et al.,
2006; Parent et al., 2006; Hsieh and Schneider, 2013; Sierra et al.,
2015). If the local DGC circuit controls the rate of addition of new
hippocampal neurons, we thus wondered how the DGC circuit
encodes hippocampal-based activity to execute this regulation.

In this study, we set out to determine how the adult brain
encodes its circuits’ activity to affect the number of new neurons
to be added to the hippocampus. We established an in vivo Ca 2�-
imaging method to monitor the activity of individual hippocam-
pal cells in freely moving rodents. We found that environmental
exploration enhanced the circuit activity of the DG by increasing
the firing rate of active DGCs. We further found that this in-
creased firing in an enriched (Enr) environment lasted only
across the first several minutes of exploration, with rapid subse-
quent habituation that could be dishabituated by introducing a
novel environment. Using a novel virtual reality (VR) system that
we developed to present an array of novel environments seam-
lessly, we observed an increase in the number of newborn DGCs
and heightened circuit activity in virtual Enr environments. An
additional analysis showed that this heightened activity was asso-
ciated with object exploration. Finally, we used an optogenetic
approach to silence this activity and found that silencing DGCs
during exploration abolished the experience-related increase in
the addition of newborn hippocampal neurons.

Materials and Methods
Surgeries and procedures
All surgeries and experimental procedures were approved by the Stony
Brook University Animal Use Committee and followed the guidelines of
the National Institutes of Health.

Mice
Experiments were conducted using 6- to 8-week-old C57BL/6 mice
(Charles River Laboratories). Each dataset included both male and fe-
male animals because previous work has shown no detectable sex differ-
ences in adult hippocampal neurogenesis (Lagace et al., 2007; Ben
Abdallah et al., 2010). All mice were housed in pairs and maintained on a
12 h light/dark cycle. All behavioral experiments were performed during
the light cycle. Mice were provided ad libitum access to food and water
except during treadmill training and navigation testing, during which
time they were water deprived overnight.

Viruses
Retrovirus and lentivirus production was performed as we described
previously (Gu et al., 2012). Adeno-associated virus 9 (AAV9)-calmodulin pro-
tein kinase II (CaMKII)-GCaMP6f was purchased from the University of
Pennsylvania Vector Core and AAV-CaMKII-GFP and AAV-CaMKII-
halorhodopsin (Halo) were purchased from the University of North
Carolina Vector Core.

Deep-brain calcium imaging and data processing
For Ca 2� imaging in freely moving mice, we injected AAV9-CaMKII-
GCaMP6f virus (University of Pennsylvania Vector Core) in the dorsal
DG (given the critical role of the dorsal hippocampus in spatial naviga-
tion (Moser and Moser, 1998; Hampson et al., 1999) as we described
previously (Gu et al., 2012) after lens probe (outer diameter � 1.0 mm,
length � 4.0 mm, numerical aperture � 0.5) and baseplate implantation.
The lens was implanted 0.2– 0.3 mm superior to the viral injection site.
Four to 6 weeks after viral injection, Ca 2� signals were imaged during
exposure to Enr and standard (Std) environments for 2 consecutive days.
Ca 2� imaging was recorded with a miniaturized video microscope re-
cording at a frame rate of 20 Hz (Inscopix). We recorded from each
animal for 5 min per environment per day, with a 5 min rest period in the
animal’s home cage between the two environments. The order of Std and
Enr environments was counterbalanced on the second day of imaging.
All videos were processed in Mosaic software (Inscopix). Videos taken
from the same animal exposed to the two environments on the same day
were concatenated and motion corrected. Then, active cells were de-
tected by a combined principle component–independent component
analysis algorithm (Mukamel et al., 2009) with 0.1 weight of temporal
information. Individual cells detected by the algorithm were screened
manually from each concatenated video. Only cells with clearly identified
signals were included in analyses. Calcium events were identified by a
criterion of �8� the median absolute deviation and �0.2 s tau-off with
the input normalized �F/F signal at its local maximum. Locomotion nor-
malization was performed by dividing the Ca2� event rate for each cell by the
total distance covered by the animal during the recording period.

Changes in the z-axis are associated with a rotation in the microscope’s
field of view (i.e., rotation of the sensor turret). The position of the turret
was fixed by a screw before all imaging sessions and, because we observed
no rotation of field of view, this indicated no change in the z-axis. Mi-
cromotion of brain tissue in the x- and y-axes was corrected by using
blood vessels as anatomical landmarks to calibrate the alignment over the
course of imaging.

To measure the relative Ca 2� influx amount, we computed the area
under the curve (AUC) value using the following approach. For each
detected event, we located its left and right cutoff time points and com-
puted the area under the trace signal curve. The area was calculated as the
sum of all pieces of a trapezoidal segment along each consecutive time
point (trapezoidal rule for integration). The final AUC value was determined
for each recorded period as the sum of all events’ AUCs divided by length of
time. The left/right cutoff time points for each event were determined as
follows: starting from the time point for the event, the first non-negative local
minimum was defined as the left cutoff time point and the last non-negative
local minimum was defined as the right cutoff time point.

For simultaneous Ca 2�-imaging and exploratory behavior analyses,
time-stamped Ca 2� imaging videos were coupled to EthoVision XT vid-
eos tracking animal trajectories. Ca 2� transients were correlated with
animal position in Matlab (The MathWorks) for each individual neuron.
The pixel with the peak firing rate was found and smoothed with kernel
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density estimation. Firing fields were defined as areas in which the nor-
malized Ca 2� event rate exceeded 50% of the peak rate (Miao et al.,
2015). Individual neurons were compared with themselves between the
same or different Enr environments. Only cells exhibiting firing fields
in at least two conditions were analyzed. Firing field remapping was
calculated for each cell (within-cell analysis) according to the root mean
square deviation as follows:

d � ���X2 � X1	
2 � �Y2 � Y1	

2


Where d is the distance between firing fields’ peak event rate loci, X1 and
Y1 are the coordinates of the peak event rate locus in the first environ-
ment, and X2 and Y2 are the coordinates of the peak event rate locus in the
second environment.

Behavioral apparatuses and procedures
VR system. The VR system consisted of a dual desktop running Ubuntu
Desktop 14.04 LTS. Two optical mice controlled the computer: the ex-
perimenter’s was externally accessible, whereas that used for detection of
the animal’s movement was located on the underside of a 20.3 cm Styro-
foam spherical treadmill, with 1–2 mm clearance from the treadmill. The
VR cage consisted of a 30 � 18 � 13 cm 3 Plexiglas box with a centered
14-cm-diameter circular hole on the floor, which was aligned with the top of
the treadmill. A seven-bladed fan was used to airlift the treadmill. Fan speed
was adjusted via a solid-state speed controller to calibrate for varying animal
weights. Custom Python scripts were used to control avatar movement in the
virtual environment as well as to track distance and trajectory. Trajectory
data were analyzed after acquisition using iPython Notebook.

Water reward delivery system. Virtual environment software (imple-
mented in the Python programming language environment provided by
Blender Game Engine) was programmed to detect the presence of the
animal in a user-designated target zone via a collision detection mecha-
nism between a virtual trip wire and the virtual avatar. Upon entry into
the target zone, the controller computer was signaled via a direct ethernet
connection. The controller used an Arduino open-source microcontroller
development board to open and close MOSFET-controlled solenoid
pinch valves. The solenoid valves allowed a liquid reward to flow by
gravity through a small-diameter silicone tube connected to a metal feed-
ing tube situated directly over the treadmill. The controller provides a
web-based system for adjusting the duration of the valve opening and the
delay. Reward delivery could also be manually controlled by the user
through keyboard buttons designated in the Blender Game Engine to
trigger running of the valve opening/closing script.

VR behavioral training and testing protocol. Animals were handled
twice daily for 3 d before the start of all behavioral experiments. Mice
were assigned randomly to exposure conditions. During operant condi-
tioning (10 d training), water bottles were withdrawn overnight to in-
duce a motivational state of thirst. Sixteen to 18 h after overnight water
deprivation, mice were returned to the VR cage for 1 h daily during the
subsequent 10 d and running behavior was shaped with 20 �l water
droplet rewards delivered electronically via overhead feeding tube.

The navigation task consisted of a 5 d learning period during which
water-deprived mice that had learned successfully to run on the treadmill
were exposed to a 1 m 2 virtual environment with background walls and
objects to serve as spatial cues. Each training session consisted of 1 h
during which the mouse was free to run on the treadmill and would
receive a reward automatically upon entering the reward zone (trained
condition) or at randomly determined intervals throughout the training
period (untrained condition). Navigation probe testing occurred over
the subsequent 3 d, during which time reward, distance, and location
data were recorded over a 30 min trial period. Latency to enter the target
zone was recorded. Intercondition analysis was conducted by calculating
Z scores as follows: reward-location-binned zone � average-location-
binned zone/SD of location-binned zone. For intracondition analysis of
the virtual navigation task, Z scores were computed for the four corners
of the virtual arena (one of which was the reward zone), as described
above. Heat maps were generated from location counts grouped into 400
total bins using iPython Notebook.

Virtual Enr and Std environments. Mice were assigned randomly to a
virtual environment exposure condition and then trained to run volun-

tarily on the treadmill (as above) in their respective environments. They
then received 1.5 h/d of virtual environmental exposure for 2 or 12 con-
secutive days, with a single BrdU injection administered on day 1 (10
�g/g, i.p.). In the Enr condition, background, floor pattern, and virtual
objects were rotated daily. Environmental conditions remained constant
in the control condition (single floor pattern, no background images or
objects). For multiple enrichment experiments, mice were exposed to
two daily 45 min intervals of randomly selected virtual Enr environments
for 12 consecutive days, with a single BrdU injection (10 �g/g, i.p.) or
lineage tracer viruses (lenti-GFAP-Cre � retro-double-floxed (DF)-
reGFP coinfusion into the DG, 0.5 �l/injection site, stereotactic coordi-
nates �2.0 mm from bregma, �1.6 mm lateral, and �3.0 mm from
bregma, �2.6 mm lateral).

Real Enr and Std environments. Mice were assigned randomly to either
Enr (1 m 3) or Std (1 m 3) environmental conditions and placed in their
respective exposure conditions for 1.5 h daily for 12 consecutive days,
with a single BrdU injection administered on day 1 (10 �g/g, i.p.) or
lineage tracer viruses. The Enr environment consisted of five to 10 ob-
jects, including tunnels, toys, and geometrical blocks, similar to those
used in previous studies (Hosseiny et al., 2015; Alvarez et al., 2016).
Objects and object locations in the Enr condition were rotated daily to
provide novelty and encourage exploration (Grégoire et al., 2014). Im-
portantly, the Enr cage lacked a running wheel to keep locomotion com-
parable between groups. The Std cage contained only floor bedding.
After exposure, mice were returned to their home cages.

c-Fos. We quantified cells that immunostained positive for the protein
product of the immediate early gene c-fos, as described previously (Kee et
al., 2007; Xiu et al., 2014). Mice were exposed to their assigned environ-
ment and allowed to explore freely for 90 min. For virtual exposures,
mice were permitted to explore freely until reaching 45 m, at which point
the treadmill was locked to keep locomotion approximately equal be-
tween groups. Mice were then returned to their home cages for an addi-
tional 45 min to allow adequate time for c-Fos protein expression and
then killed via transcardiac perfusion. Heat maps were generated in Mat-
lab using the relative fold changes in c-Fos counts between conditions.

Object exploration test. We performed an object exploration test simi-
lar to what we have described previously (Rhee et al., 2016). The proce-
dure for calcium-imaging experiments was performed as follows. On day
1, mice were habituated to a 1 m 3 Std arena lacking objects for 10 min.
On day 2, mice were placed in the same arena lacking objects for 5 min,
returned to their home cages for 5 min, and then placed back in the arena
containing 4 distinct objects (Enr 1) and allowed to explore for 5 min
(environment order counterbalanced). On day 3, mice were again placed
in the Std arena for 5 min and Enr 1 for 5 min, followed by 5 min resting
time in the home cage, and were then placed back in Enr 1. After another
5 min of rest in the home cage, animals were exposed to another distinc-
tive environment, Enr 2, for 5 min. The objects in Enr 2 were different
from those in Enr 1, but the combined area encompassed by the objects
was nearly identical between environments (Enr 1: 350.6 cm 2, Enr2:
343.5 cm 2; total arena � 1080 cm 2 for both). Exposure order was coun-
terbalanced. Object location zones were predefined as 2.0 cm radii
around each object and animal paths were recorded using EthoVision XT
video-tracking software. Animal orientation within object zones was not
analyzed. The procedure for optogenetics experiments was similar with
the following exceptions. Animals were allowed to explore only Enr 1 on
day 2 and only Enr 2 on day 3 for 10 min, during which time orange light
was pulsed at 1 Hz.

Optogenetics
Mice were assigned randomly to either real Enr or Std environment
exposure, as described above, and received bilateral intrahippocampal
injections of either AAV-CaMKII-GFP or AAV-CaMKII-Halo (0.5 �l/
injection site, stereotactic coordinates �2.0 mm from bregma, �1.6 mm
lateral, and �3.0 mm from bregma, �2.6 mm lateral). Mice were in-
jected with the AAV vector and implanted with an optrode head mount
at the anterior (dorsal DG) coordinate and then allowed 2 weeks to
recover from surgery and for channel protein expression. Mice were then
exposed to their respective conditions as described above for 12 consec-
utive days (2 h/d or 25 min/d), during which time they received orange
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light pulsed at 1 Hz, as we described previously (Song et al., 2012). On day
15, all mice received a single injection of BrdU (10 �g/g, i.p.). Mice were
killed on day 26.

Tissue processing, imaging, and quantification
Mice were deeply anesthetized with urethane (200 �g/g) and perfused
transcardially with PBS and then 4% PFA. Brains were removed, fixed
overnight in 4% PFA, transferred to a 30% (w/v) sucrose solution, and
stored at 4°C until sectioning. Brains were sectioned into 60 �m coronal
sections (for BrdU and c-Fos experiments) and 80 �m coronal sections
(for lineage tracing experiments, to guard against disrupting cell clusters)
covering the entire anterior–posterior axis of the DG. Immunohisto-
chemistry was performed by blocking sections in 1% donkey serum in
PBS � 0.025% Triton for 1 h at room temperature (after incubation in 2 N

HCl for 25 min at 37°C for BrdU only) and then switched to incubation in
primary antibody, BrdU (rat polyclonal antibody, 1:1000; Calbiochem),
GFP (rabbit polyclonal antibody, 1:1000; Sigma-Aldrich), c-Fos (goat poly-
clonal, 1:1000; Santa Cruz Biotechnology) with overnight shaking at 4°C.
Sections were then switched to secondary antibody, Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated
donkeyanti-ratantibody(1:1000;Abcam),AlexaFluor594-conjugateddonkey
anti-rat antibody (1:1000; Abcam), Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated donkey
anti-rabbit antibody (1:1000; Jackson Laboratories), and Alexa Fluor
488-conjugated donkey anti-goat (1:1000, Abcam) for 3 h shaking at
room temperature.

Images were obtained on an Olympus FLV1000 confocal microscope.
We used every fourth brain section and counted fluorescently labeled
cells within the granule cell layer (GCL) and subgranular zone of the DG
for half of the brain across the entire anterior–posterior axis of the DG.
We then multiplied this number by two to arrive at an approximation for
total number of labeled cells/DG, as described previously (Gould et al.,
1999; Cameron and McKay, 2001). For optogenetic experiments, we
excluded BrdU� cells found within 200 �m of the injection track to
avoid inclusion of the injection site. For lineage-tracing analysis, we de-
fined clusters as cells within a 200 �m tangential radius (at least 400 �m
away from an adjacent cluster), also excluding cell clusters found within
200 �m of the injection track to avoid inclusion of the injection site (Sun
et al., 2015).

We counted c-Fos� cells in the GCL and subgranular zone of the DG.
Images were obtained on a Yokogawa CV1000 spinning disc confocal
microscope and analyzed using Cell Voyager CV1000 software. We used
a stereological unbiased random sampling approach of 60 �m Z-stacked
images (175 �m � 175 �m in x and y planes) with 2 �m guard zones,
similar to what has been described previously (Kleim et al., 1996; Gu-
zowski et al., 1999).

Statistical analyses
Data were analyzed with independent- and paired-samples t tests, one-
way ANOVA followed by post hoc Dunnett’s 2-tailed t test or least signif-
icant difference test, one-way ANOVA with repeated measures followed
by post hoc paired t tests, the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, and the likeli-
hood ratio test on multinomial distributions. Two-tailed values of � 
0.05 were considered the cutoff for statistical significance. All data are
represented as mean � SEM. n represents the number of animals unless
otherwise specified.

Results
Environmental exploration promotes the firing of active
DGCs preferentially
To determine how the adult hippocampal circuit encodes its ac-
tivity to affect the number of new DGCs to be added into its
circuits in a given period, we first mapped the activity of neural
networks responding to a novel Enr environment, which is well
known to promote the addition of new hippocampal neurons
(Kempermann et al., 1997; Brown et al., 2003). As illustrated in
Figure 1A, two groups of mice were exposed to either an Enr or
Std environment for 90 min and then returned to their home
cages. Forty-five minutes later, we performed a post hoc analysis
of the protein product of the immediate early gene c-fos in differ-

ent brain areas, reflecting accumulative brain activity during this
period (Kleim et al., 1996; Xiu et al., 2014). As expected, the novel
environmental exposure drove robust c-fos expression in the hip-
pocampal trisynaptic circuitry (Fig. 1A), which is involved in spatial
information processing (Aimone et al., 2011). This activation led us
to speculate that existing DGCs, the direct recipients of input into the
trisynaptic circuit, may indeed encode exploratory activity directly to
affect the addition of new hippocampal neurons.

To investigate how existing DGCs act in an Enr environment in
real time, we established a deep-brain-imaging method to monitor
neuronal activity in freely moving animals. As diagrammed in Figure
1B, we expressed GCaMP6f, an efficient sensor to detect Ca2� tran-
sients (Chen et al., 2013b), in DGCs with an AAV under the control
of the Ca2�/CaMKII promoter. The activity of DGCs was moni-
tored by detecting Ca2�-induced fluorescence transients with a
miniaturized microscope (Ghosh et al., 2011).

We tested how a novel Enr experience would affect DGC ac-
tivity by exposing mice to either an Enr or a Std environment
(exposure order counterbalanced in these tests) and recording
Ca 2� transients for 5 min (Fig. 1B,C). Correct lens positioning
and successful targeting of AAV-CaMKII-GCaMP6f to DGCs of
these mice were confirmed by histological examination after all
tests (Fig. 1B, bottom left). We performed a post hoc quantifica-
tion of the number of GCaMP6f� cells from a single-scanned
horizontal DG section and found that �533 GCaMP6f� cells
could be identified in the lens’ field of view (Fig. 1B, top right). In
these behavioral tests, we observed substantially more Ca2� events
upon exposure to the Enr environment (Fig. 1C,D; n � 577 neurons
from 5 animals; see Movie 1 for representative recording). This was
indeed the case when we compared the distribution of Ca2� event
rates in the two environments for each individual recorded cell. We
observed a significantly elevated shift in the distribution of event
rates in the Enr condition (Fig. 1D, inset, Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test, p  0.001). This suggests an increase in the firing rate of
most, if not all, recorded cells. We therefore investigated whether
every recorded DGC increased its firing in the Enr environment.
As shown in Figure 1, D–F, the majority of cells increased their
event frequency in the Enr environment, whereas a minority of
cells actually either decreased or exhibited no change in firing
between the two environments.

To determine whether the increased Ca 2� transient frequency
was also accompanied by more Ca 2� influx for each event, we
computed the AUC of the Ca 2� event peaks, which takes into
account Ca 2� transient amplitude and duration, under Std and
Enr conditions. Notably, there was a significantly elevated shift in
the AUC distribution in the Enr condition (Fig. 1G, Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test, p  0.001). We also investigated whether the in-
creased activity in the Enr condition was also reflected in the
activation of more DGCs. We counted the total number of cells
that had exhibited at least one Ca 2� transient under each condi-
tion. Interestingly, we found that almost all active cells exhibited
events in both environments, with a slight albeit not statistically
significant increase in the number of active cells in the Enr envi-
ronment (Fig. 1H, 2-tailed paired t test, p � 0.052). Note that the
number of active cells (Fig. 1H), together with the total number
of GCaMP6f-labeled cells (Fig. 1B), suggests that only �8.99%
and 9.47% of the GCaMP6f� cells fired during recording ses-
sions in the Std and Enr environments, respectively, consistent
with a sparsely active neuronal population (Danielson et al.,
2016; Pilz et al., 2016). To exclude the potential contribution of
locomotion to the increased transient frequency of active cells, we
normalized the transient frequency to distance traveled in the
environments and observed a similar significant increase to that
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Figure 1. Environmental enrichment increases the Ca 2� transient frequency of active DGCs. A, Mapping brain circuit activity in an Enr environment. c-Fos� cells were counted and analyzed
using Cell Voyager CV1000 software. Shown is a comparison of the number of cFos� cells between Std and Enr environment. We used a one-way ANOVA to compare these two conditions, with brain
regions showing statistically significant differences as follows (n � 3,3): m1 (F(1,49) � 44.42, p  0.001); nac (F(1,40) � 10.06, p � 0.003); lec (F(1,39) � 59.50, p  0.001); prh (F(1,72) � 47.58,
p  0.001); dg (F(1,103) � 10.91, p � 0.005); CA1 (F(1,80) � 15.36, p  0.001); CA3 (F(1,71) � 4.81, p � 0.032); and mec (F(1,34) � 11.84, p � 0.002). B, Top, Ca 2� imaging experimental timeline
with a diagram of lens positioning and horizontal section of DG upper blade with GCaMP6f� cells. Bottom left, Representative image of GCAMP6f-expressing cells in the DGC layer (GCL) and lens
implantation site. Bottom right, Diagram of experimental environments. Scale bars, 50 �m. C, Shown on the left are sample images of active DGCs; on the right are the Ca 2� events of freely moving
animals in Std and Enr conditions (colored letters correspond to circled cells). Scale bar, 50 �m. D, Scatter plot of the distribution of individual neuronal Ca 2� event rates in the Std and Enr conditions.
Dots represent individual cell event rates. Red indicates line of equivalence. Inset, Distribution of Ca 2� event rates in Std and Enr (Enr) environments (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, p  0.001).
E, Portions of cells exhibiting decreased, elevated, or the same event rate in the Enr condition versus Std condition (likelihood ratio test on multinomial distribution, p 0.001; n �5). Dots represent
trial averages. F, Averaged changes in event frequency for the groups described in E (decreased: �0.012 � 0.001 Hz, elevated: 0.020 � 0.001 Hz). Dots represent trial averages. G, Distributions of
the AUC for recorded Ca 2� transients in the Enr and Std conditions (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, p  0.001). H, Number of cells with detected Ca 2� events during the 5 min exposure to each
environment (Std: 47.9 � 2.0 cells, Enr: 50.5 � 2.1 cells, 2-tailed paired t test p � 0.052). Dots represent trial averages. Primary motor cortex (m1), nucleus accumbens (nac), lateral septum (sep),
lateral entorhinal cortex (lec), perirhinal cortex (prh), substantia nigra pars reticulata (snr), DG, CA1, CA3, primary auditory cortex (a1), substantia nigra pars compacta (snc), hypothalamus (hypo),
amygdala (amyg), medial entorhinal cortex (mec), and raphe nucleus (raph). HC, Home cage. Statistical significance was defined as *p  0.05, **p  0.01.
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shown in Figure 1F, suggesting that the
animals’ locomotion was likely not a key
factor inducing the increase at least in this
set of tests (Fig. 2A–C).

Having observed elevated firing of
sparsely active DGCs in a novel Enr envi-
ronment, we next sought to decipher the
potential source of this enhanced activa-
tion. We hypothesized that the enhanced
DGC firing would be associated with ob-
ject exploration in an Enr environment
because the DG is critical for object recog-
nition and pattern separation (Leutgeb et
al., 2007; Jessberger et al., 2009). We ex-
posed mice to Enr environments consist-
ing of four distinct objects, the locations
of which we henceforth refer to as “object
zones,” whereas the rest of the arena we
designated as “open zones” (Fig. 3A). The
corresponding locations were detected in
a Std environment lacking objects (object
zones and open zones, respectively). As
expected, we found that DGC activity was
significantly elevated when animals were
located in object zones of the Enr environ-
ment compared with object zones of the
Std environment (Fig. 3B, Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test, p  0.001, n � 217 cells from
4 animals). Surprisingly, the DGCs were
also more active in open zones of the Enr
environment than in open zones of the Std
environment, although the difference was
smaller in magnitude (Fig. 3C, Kolmogoro-
v–Smirnov test, p  0.001). Interestingly,
when we dissected DGC activity within the
Enr environment, we observed a signifi-
cantly elevated event rate when animals
were located in object zones compared with
open zones (Fig. 3D, Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test, p  0.001). Comparing the number of
cells exhibiting an elevated versus a de-
pressed versus an equal firing rate between
object and open zones, we observed a signif-
icant elevation in the number of cells that
elevated their firing rate and more total cells
firing when animals were located in object
zones (Fig. 3E,F, likelihood ratio test on
multinomial distribution p�0.042; 2-tailed
paired t test, p � 0.007, respectively).

In sum, our results show that, during
brief exposure to a novel Enr environment,
enhanced hippocampal neural circuit acti-
vation was reflected in a preferential in-
crease in the firing of sparsely active DGCs,
with a slight increase in the number of active
DGCs. The heightened firing of active
DGCs in an Enr environment was princi-
pally induced by object exploration.

Rapid habituation of enhanced DGC activity in an unchanged
Enr environment
We next investigated whether the enrichment-induced elevation of
DGC activity would be retained over time. As outlined in Figure 4A,

we established a 5 min baseline recording in a Std environment and
then transferred animals to an Enr environment and recorded peri-
odically over the ensuing hour. The exposure order was fixed and a
different cohort of animals was used for this set of experiments com-
pared with that of Figure 1. We found that the majority of cells

Figure 2. Enrichment-induced Ca 2� transient frequency increase among active DGCs was independent of traveling distance.
A, Total distance traveled during the 5 min exposure periods for Enr and Std environment-exposed mice (Std: 2472.8 � 323.5 cm;
Enr: 2077.8 � 710.6 cm; 2-tailed unpaired t test p � 0.631). B, Global average Ca 2� event rate for cells recorded in the Enr
environment compared with the Std environment (Std: 0.024�0.001 Hz, Enr: 0.034�0.001 Hz, 2-tailed paired t test p0.001).
C, Distance-normalized global average Ca 2� event rate in the Enr environment compared with the Std environment (Std: 9.81*10 �6 �
0.46*10 �6, Enr: 1.64�10 �6 �0.65*10 �6, 2-tailed paired t test p0.001). Data are normalized by dividing event rate values by the
number of centimeters traveled per each trial. Statistical significance was defined as *p  0.05, **p  0.01.

Movie 1. Calcium imaging of the GCL from 0 –5 min in a Std environment (in real time).
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consistently exhibited an elevated event rate in the Enr environment,
as measured by Ca2� transients during the first 5 min compared
with the baseline recording (Fig. 4B,C, n � 130 cells from 3 ani-
mals), consistent with our findings in Figure 1. Interestingly, this
elevated firing rate returned to baseline by 1 h in the same environ-
ment (Fig. 4D,E).

To further characterize the kinetics of this rise and fall in firing
in an Enr environment, we analyzed intermediate time points at
10 –15 and 20 –25 min after initial exposure. Consistent with the
findings above, the distribution curve showing relative Ca 2� in-
flux of recorded DGCs shifted downward from the initial 5 min in
the Enr environment to the last 5 min in the same environment
(Fig. 4F). Importantly, the average fluorescence signal of the field
of view exhibited no significant photobleaching across the imag-
ing period in the Enr environment, ruling out the possibility that
the decay in signal resulted from photobleaching (Bonnot et al.,
2014) (Fig. 4G). The average event rate of all recorded DGCs
dampened by 10 and 20 min and returned to basal levels by 1 h,
with a similar trend in elevation and decay noted when Ca 2�

event rates were normalized by total distance traveled during
each imaging period (which remained comparable throughout

the later time points) (Fig 4H–J). In con-
trast, the total number of active cells ex-
hibited a slight, though not statistically
significant, initial increase, similar to our
finding in Figure 1H (Fig. 4K).

Together, this set of data indicates that
exploration in a novel Enr environment
increased the activity of a majority of ac-
tive DGCs over just the initial exposure
period, which is �25 min, as monitored
by their Ca 2� transients. This short-term
elevation was sufficient to affect the local
circuit because we were able to see more
c-Fos expression at 135 min after a brief,
20 min enrichment exposure (Fig. 5A,B).

Novel Enr environment dishabituates
the elevation of DGC activity and
induces firing location remapping
Given that the DGC activity underwent
rapid decay in the same Enr environment
(i.e., habituated), we next investigated
whether subsequent exposure to a novel
Enr environment would be able to dis-
habituate the exploration-related firing
increase. To this end, we conducted an
experiment in which we exposed GCaMP6f-
injected mice to a familiar Enr environ-
ment (to which it had been preexposed 1 d
earlier) for 2 sessions (Trial 1 and Trial 2)
and a novel Enr environment to which the
mice had not been exposed previously
(Trial 3) on the same day (Fig. 6A). As
expected, we observed decay in the firing
of active DGCs when animals were reex-
posed to the same familiar environment,
consistent with our findings shown in Fig-
ure 4. Interestingly, subsequent exposure
to a novel Enr environment reelevated the
Ca2� event rate (Fig. 6B, one-way ANOVA
with repeated measures, p  0.001; fol-
lowed by paired t tests, Trial 1 vs Trial 2:

p � 0.0015, Trial 1 vs Trial 3: p � 0.108; Trial 2 vs Trial 3: p �
0.07; n � 234 cells from 4 animals). This increase in activity was
associated with a trend toward more cells elevating their firing
rate versus depressing their firing rate in the novel Enr environ-
ment, whereas the total number of cells recruited between envi-
ronments remained comparable, consistent with our findings
in Figure 1E and H, respectively (Fig. 6C,D, likelihood ratio test
on multinomial distribution p � 0.092; 2-tailed paired t test p �
0.933, respectively). Because we found that the firing of active
DGCs habituated and then dishabituated from Trial 1 ¡ Trial 2
¡ Trial 3, we wondered whether we would observe a similar
behavioral habituation and dishabituation in object exploration
across these three trials. Although we observed a small decrease in
object exploration in Trial 2 versus Trial 1, we mainly observed a
trend toward increased exploration in Trial 3 compared with the
other two trials, although this was not significant (Fig. 6E, one-
way ANOVA: F(2,9) � 2.50, p � 0.137).

To further elucidate what this novel-environment-associated
firing increase could represent, we next coupled the animals’ tra-
jectories with their time-synced Ca 2� event data for each re-

Figure 3. Enhanced DGC firing was associated with object exploration. A, Diagram of the behavioral paradigm, with 4 objects
placed in object zones and the remainder of the field designated as open zones. Object zones were defined as a 2.0 cm radius
surrounding each object. B, Distribution of Ca 2� event rates in Std and Enr (Enr) environments in areas corresponding to object
zones (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, p  0.001; n � 217 cells from 4 animals). C, Distribution of Ca 2� event rates in Std and Enr
environments in areas corresponding to open zones (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, p  0.001). D, Plot of Ca 2� event rates in the Enr
condition comparing epochs in which mice were located in object zones and open zones (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, p  0.001).
Data are normalized to the areas encompassed by the object zones and open zones, respectively (units are in Hz/cm*10 �5).
E, Portions of cells exhibiting decreased, elevated, or the same event rate in the object zones versus open zones (likelihood ratio test
on multinomial distribution p�0.042). Dots represent trial averages. F, Number of detected cells per trial in object and open zones
(open zones: 47.0 � 4.1 cells, object zones: 50.3 � 4.2 cells; 2-tailed paired t test p � 0.007). Dots represent trial averages.
Statistical significance was defined as *p  0.05, **p  0.01.
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corded neuron across the three trials. Intriguingly, not only did
we identify location-specific firing among the active DGCs when
animals were reexposed to the same environment, but we also
observed that this DGC ensemble underwent firing location re-

mapping in the novel environment (Fig. 6F). Indeed, individual
neurons’ firing fields shifted to a significantly greater extent when
the animal was exposed to the novel compared with the familiar
environment (Fig. 6G, 2-tailed paired t test p � 0.0029).

Figure 4. Enr environment-induced DGC activation habituated by 1 h in the same environment. A, Experimental timeline. Five-minute recordings were taken at �10 min in the Std environment and at 0,
10, 20, and 50 min in the Enr environment. B, Scatter plot of the distribution of Ca 2� event rates of cells in the Std and the first 5 min of the Enr environment. Dots represent individual cell event rates. Gray line
indicates line of equivalence. C, Portions of cells exhibiting decreased, elevated, or the same event rate in the Enr versus Std condition (likelihood ratio test on multinomial distribution, p0.001; n�130 cells
from 3 animals). D, Scatter plot of the distribution of Ca 2� event rates of cells in the Std environment and 50 –55 min in the Enr environment. Dots represent individual cell event rates. Gray line indicates line of
equivalence.E,Portionsofcellsexhibitingdecreased,elevatedorthesameeventrateintheEnr(50 –55min)versusStdcondition(likelihoodratiotestonmultinomialdistributionp�0.324).F,AUCdistributions
for cells at 0, 10, 20, and 50 min in the same Enr environment. (0 –5 vs 50 –55 min: Kolmogorov–Smirnov test p0.001). G, Average fluorescence signal in the lens’ field of view from 0 –3 min and 52–55 min
in the same Enr environment (0 –3 min: 2.74 � 0.15, 2.62 � 0.17 fluorescence units; 2-tailed unpaired t test p � 0.626). H, Averaged Ca 2� event rate of all active DGCs in the Enr compared with the Std
environment at�10 to�5, 0 –5, 10 –20, 20 –25, and 50 –55 min in the Enr environment (one-way ANOVA F(4,640) �119.1, p0.001, followed by Dunnett 2-tailed t tests: Std vs Enr 0 –5 min: p0.001;
Std vs Enr 10 –15 min p  0.001; Std vs Enr 20 –25 min p  0.001; Std vs Enr 50 –55 min: p � 0.986). Dots represent trial averages. I, Distance-normalized global averaged Ca 2� event rates in Std and Enr
environments at recorded time points (one-way ANOVA F(4,640) �119.1, p 0.001, followed by Dunnett’s 2-tailed t tests: Std vs Enr 0 –5 min: p 0.001; Std vs Enr 10 –15 min p 0.001; Std vs Enr 20 –25
min p0.001; Std vs Enr 50 –55 min: p0.001). Data are normalized by dividing event rate values by number of centimeters traveled per each trial. J, Total locomotion of animals in the Enr environment over
time (10 –15 min: 998.5 � 46.2 cm, 20 –25 min: 1085.5 � 4.8 cm, 886.85 � 225.9 cm). K, Number of cells with detected events in the Std and Enr environments at recorded time points (one-way ANOVA
F(4,10) � 0.326, p � 0.855). Dots represent trial averages. Statistical significance was defined as *p  0.05, **p  0.01.
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Together, this set of findings suggests that exploration-
induced DGC activity can be dishabituated after decay by expo-
sure to a similar but novel Enr environment. Moreover, the active
DGC ensemble exhibits location specific firing and this place-
coding ensemble undergoes remapping in a distinct context. This
is consistent with the role of the DG in pattern separation (Leutgeb et
al., 2007) and suggests a potential role of active DGCs in spatial
learning and memory.

Virtual environmental enrichment promotes the addition of
new hippocampal neurons
The short-term elevated activation of DGCs in an Enr environ-
ment that could be dishabituated upon exposure to a novel Enr
environment (Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) led us to wonder whether
continuously introducing novel Enr environments would lead to
an accumulating increase in the addition of new hippocampal
neurons. To transition seamlessly between an array of environ-
ments without physically disturbing the behaving animal, we de-
veloped a VR system with a library of custom-programmed
virtual environments for unrestrained mice to explore via an air-
lifted spherical treadmill (Fig. 7A).

As a proof of principle, we first confirmed that non-head-fixed
mice could indeed interact with and explore within a VR environ-
ment. We established a virtual navigation task in which water-
deprived mice were trained to navigate to a virtual target zone for a
water reward (Fig. 7B). One group of mice was trained to navigate to
the virtual target zone and a second group was rewarded at random
intervals throughout the training period. The two groups received
the same amount of water reward. As expected, trained mice navi-
gated to the target zone significantly more than those in the un-
trained condition and entered the target zone with a significantly
shorter latency (Fig. 7C–F). Further, trained mice were significantly
more often located in the reward zone corner compared with any
other corner of the virtual arena (Fig. 7G). This behavioral test in the
novel VR system indicated that rodents are capable of unrestrained
virtual navigation, as reported with head-fixed virtual navigation
(Hölscher et al., 2005; Dombeck et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2013a;
Aronov and Tank, 2014).

We thus tested whether exploration in an virtual Enr environ-
ment would affect the addition rate of new hippocampal neu-

rons. To analyze directly the number of newborn neurons, we
adapted a method we used previously for labeling cell clusters
derived from single dividing progenitors (Song et al., 2012). In
brief, we expressed Cre recombinase in GFAP-expressing cells
using a lentivirus under the control of a mouse GFAP promoter
(Lenti-GFAP-Cre) (Fig. 8A), known to be expressed in radial
glia-like cells (Kempermann et al., 2004; Mignone et al., 2004).
We developed a retroviral DF-Cre reporting vector, in which a
given reverse orientation transgene such as GFP (rGFP) could be
flipped and inserted into the flip excision cassette (Fig. 8A) upon
the presence of Cre recombinase. By stereotaxic coinfusion of the
GFAP-cre and DF-rGFP viruses into the DG, we were able to label
active GFAP� cells in the hilus/subgranular zone. In general, we
were able to tag 7–15 active, single, radial-glia like cells per animal
analyzed 1 d after viral injection. As we described previously with
transgenic mice (Song et al., 2012), we used this method to ana-
lyze the generation and integration of new neurons derived from
a single GFAP� cell several days after labeling.

To confirm that experience would affect the addition rate of
new hippocampal neurons, we assigned mice randomly to either
a real Enr or Std environment after a 1 d recovery from surgery to
label GFAP� progenitor cells. We exposed them to their respec-
tive environments for 12 consecutive days (Fig. 8A). As expected,
all GFP-expressing cells exhibited features of typical DGCs as we
described previously (Ge et al., 2006) (Fig. 8B). Importantly, ex-
posure to the real Enr environment significantly amplified the
size of GFP� clusters as shown in Figure 8B (p � 0.024; n � 4,4
mice per group), demonstrating an increased generation of
adult-born cells at 12 d after injection.

To determine whether virtual environmental enrichment expo-
sure would affect this neuronal addition, we delivered the labeling
viruses (Fig. 8A) into the hippocampus and then exposed mice to
either virtual Std or Enr environments for 12 consecutive days (Fig.
8C) after a 1 d recovery from surgery. As shown in Figure 8D, there
was a substantial increase in the size of GFP� DGC clusters in mice
exposed to the virtual Enr environment (Fig. 8D; 2-tailed unpaired t
test p  0.001, n � 5,5/group). We then verified this observation
using the traditional thymidine analog BrdU pulse–chase approach
(Kuhn et al., 1996). Mice received a single intraperitoneal injection
of BrdU before being exposed to 12 consecutive days of a virtual Enr
or Std environment. There were significantly more BrdU-labeled
cells in the DG of mice exposed to the virtual Enr environment (Fig.
8E; 2-tailed unpaired t test p � 0.0142; n � 10,9/group). Impor-
tantly, the effect sizes that we observed between the BrdU pulse–
chase and viral lineage tracing approaches were comparable
(1.55- and 1.57-fold increase over Std condition, respectively)
and were consistent with previous findings using a similar real en-
richment exposure paradigm (Llorens-Martín et al., 2010). Also
consistent with previous studies of real environmental enrichment
demonstrating minimal effects on progenitor cell proliferation
(Kempermann et al., 1997; Olson et al., 2006), we found that virtual
environmental enrichment did not significantly alter the number of
BrdU� cells analyzed at 48 h after injection (Fig. 8F; 2-tailed un-
paired t test p � 0.401, n � 3,3/group). Together, these results sug-
gest, not only that mice were able to navigate freely within a virtual
environment, but also that the virtual environmental enrichment is
sufficient to promote the addition of new hippocampal neurons.

Multiple virtual Enr environments introduce an accumulative
increase in the number of new hippocampal neurons
Because we found that the firing elevation in an Enr environment
could be dishabituated by introducing the animal to a novel en-
vironment (Fig. 6), we sought to determine the effect of contin-

Figure 5. Brief, 20 min exposure to an Enr environment was sufficient to elevate c-Fos
expression in the DG. A, Experimental procedure is shown above. Shown below are representa-
tive images of c-Fos staining in the DG of mice exposed to 20 min of a Std or Enr environment.
B, Plot of c-Fos� cells in the DG after a 20 min exposure to an Enr or Std environment (relative
fold change in c-Fos� cells: Std: 1.00 � 0.10, Enr: 1.55 � 0.13, 2-tailed unpaired t test p �
0.002; n � 3,3). Env, Environment; HC, home cage. Scale bar, 100 �m. Statistical significance
was defined as *p  0.05, **p  0.01.
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uously introducing novel Enr environments on the addition of
new hippocampal neurons. To this end, we developed 12 virtual
Enr environments and assigned mice to receive either “single
enrichment,” consisting of daily exposure to the same virtual
environment across all days, or “multiple enrichment,” consist-
ing of daily exposure to two distinct, randomly selected environ-
ments from a virtual library, for 12 consecutive days. All mice
were given a single intraperitoneal BrdU injection on the first day,
as in Figure 8E (Fig. 9A). We found that exposure to multiple
enrichment significantly elevated the number of BrdU� cells in
the DG compared with single enrichment (Fig. 9B, p � 0.007; n �
6,5/group). We confirmed this observation using the viral lineage
tracing approach as described in Figure 8 following the protocol
as outlined in Figure 8A. We observed a similar expansion in the
size of newborn DGC clusters of mice in the multiple enrichment

group (Fig. 9C, 2-tailed unpaired t test p � 0.019; n � 3/group).
These results indicate that exposure to multiple novel Enr envi-
ronments promoted the addition of new hippocampal neurons
accumulatively.

Virtual Enr environment enhances the firing of active DGCs
To determine whether virtual exploration would promote the
firing of active DGCs as we observed in real Enr environments
(Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), we exposed GCaMP6f-labeled mice to a Std
or a novel virtual Enr environment and recorded Ca 2� transients
over a 5 min period (Fig. 10A), following a similar procedure as
we performed for the data shown in Figure 1. As shown in Figure
10B and C, the event frequency distribution was significantly
elevated in the virtual Enr environment (Fig. 10B,C, Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test p  0.001; n � 359 cells from 4 animals). This was

Figure 6. Decay in DGC firing in a familiar Enr environment dishabituated upon introduction to a novel Enr environment. A, Experimental timeline. GCaMP6f-injected mice were exposed to a
familiar Enr environment (Enr 1) twice and a novel Enr environment (Enr 2) for 5 min recording sessions spaced 10 min apart. Ca 2� transients were recorded for each 5 min exposure period with
simultaneous motion tracking. B, Plot of Ca 2� event rates during Trials 1, 2, and 3 (one-way ANOVA with repeated measures F(1,216) � 24.18, p  0.001; followed by post hoc paired t tests: Trial
1 vs Trial 2: p � 0.0015; Trial 1 vs Trial 3: p � 0.108; Trial 2 vs Trial 3: p � 0.07). C, Portions of cells exhibiting decreased, elevated, or the same event rate in Trial 2 and Trial 3 (likelihood ratio test
on multinomial distribution p � 0.092). Dots represent trial averages. D, Number of detected cells per trial in Trial 2 and Trial 3 (Trial 2: 50.8 � 5.7 cells, Trial 3: 50.5 � 4.4 cells; 2-tailed paired t test,
p � 0.933). Dots represent trial averages. E, Plot of the distance animals traveled in the object zones across the three trials (Trial 1: 694.8 � 80.2 cm, Trial 2: 681.5 � 60.0 cm, Trial 3: 980.0 � 155.2
cm; one-way ANOVA F(2,9) � 2.50, p � 0.137). F, Representative heat maps of relative Ca 2� event rates in the same spatial location taken from two neurons (Neuron #16 and #44) across the three
trials. G, Plot of the root mean square deviation between Trial 1 versus Trial 2 and Trial 2 versus Trial 3 (Trial 1 vs Trial 2: 14.1 � 1.3 cm, Trial 2 vs Trial 3: 19.8 � 1.4 cm; 2-tailed unpaired t test p �
0.0029). Scale bar, 5 cm. Statistical significance was defined as *p  0.05, **p  0.01.
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confirmed by the distribution of cells’ relative event rates between
the two environments, as shown in Figure 10D. Similar to the
analysis in Figure 1G, we also observed a significantly elevated
shift in the Ca 2� influx distribution in the virtual Enr environ-
ment (Fig. 10E, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, p  0.001). As ex-
pected, when we counted the number of active DGCs under these
two conditions, we detected no change (Fig. 10F, p � 0.702). Finally,
we verified that a virtual Enr experience would promote c-fos
expression in the DG by conducting a similar experiment to that
described in Figure 1A, in this case using a virtual Enr or virtual
Std environment as the exposure conditions. Indeed, we ob-
served significantly more c-Fos� cells in the DG of mice exposed
to virtual enrichment (Fig. 10G, p � 0.0039, n � 3,4/group).
Interestingly, when we exposed mice to either a familiar virtual
Enr environment to which they had been previously exposed or
two novel virtual Enr environments to which they had not been
previously exposed, we observed a significant increase in c-Fos�
cells in mice exposed to the novel Enr environments, consistent
with our findings in Figure 6 (Fig. 10H, p � 0.013, n �
4,4/group).

Together, these results show that exposure to a virtual Enr
environment increased dentate activity by increasing the Ca 2�

transient frequency of active DGCs with comparable changes as
those induced by a real Enr environment.

Optical silencing of DGCs during novel environmental
exploration abolishes experience-induced addition of new
hippocampal neurons
Finally, we set out to test whether DGC activation during novel
experiences is essential to exploratory experience-induced addi-
tion of new hippocampal neurons. We optogenetically silenced
DGCs acutely during enrichment-based exploration and exam-
ined the number of new hippocampal neurons. We stereotaxi-
cally injected an AAV containing Halo or GFP as a control under
the CaMKII promoter into the DG. We then implanted an op-
trode for subsequent light stimulation and allowed 2 weeks for
expression of the Halo and GFP as we described previously (Gu et
al., 2012; Song et al., 2012) (Fig. 11A). We administered a single
intraperitoneal BrdU injection and then exposed mice to 12 con-
secutive days in either an Enr or a Std environment for 2 h per
session, during which time both groups of mice received orange
light stimulation pulsed at 1 Hz. After the last session, we killed
the animals and analyzed BrdU incorporation in the DG. As ex-
pected, we found a significant increase in BrdU� cells in the GCL

Figure 7. Mice learned to navigate unrestrained in a VR environment. A, Controllable VR apparatus for unrestrained mice with motion tracking and automated reward delivery system. B, Sample
images of mouse navigating to a virtual reward location and receiving a water reward. C, Top, Training and testing paradigm in the virtual arena. Bottom, Sample and cumulative traces of mice in
the trained condition and the untrained condition. D, Z score of reward target zone entries for trained and untrained mice (Z score of target zone bin vs nontarget zone bins 0.193 � 0.220 for
untrained, 2.680�0.673 for trained; 2-tailed unpaired t test p �0.012; n �4,4). E, Target zone entries per distance traveled for trained and untrained mice (untrained: 1.19*10 �3 �0.22*10 �3,
trained: 4.70 � 0.66*10 �3, respectively; 2-tailed unpaired t test p  0.001). F, Latency to enter the target zone for trained and untrained mice (untrained: 81.27 � 9.41 s, trained: 51.98 � 7.17 s;
2-tailed unpaired t test p � 0.016, n � 4,4). G, Z score of target zone corner and nontarget zone corners for trained mice (target zone: 1.295 � 0.124; nontarget zones ��0.432 � 0.147; 2-tailed
unpaired t test p  0.001; n � 4). Dots represent individual animals. Statistical significance was defined as *p  0.05, **p  0.01.
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of the GFP group exposed to the Enr environment. In contrast,
there was little change in the number of BrdU� cells in Halo-
expressing mice exposed to the Enr environment (Fig. 11B,
2-tailed unpaired t tests p � 0.025, p � 0.818, respectively;
n � 5/group). To confirm the successful manipulation of DGC
activation, we performed post hoc analysis of c-Fos expression
given the inherent challenge of monitoring DGC activity simultane-
ously during optogenetic silencing. As expected, we found a substan-
tial increase in c-Fos expression in the GFP Enr condition, whereas
there was no significant change in the Halo group (Fig. 11C, 2-tailed
unpaired t tests p  0.001, p � 0.370, respectively). We noted no
significant difference between GFP-Enr and Halo-Enr groups in
terms of the amount of time spent exploring objects within the en-
vironment across the initial 10 min of exposure (Fig. 11D).

To determine whether the initially elevated firing rate that we
observed in Figures 4 and 5 is essential for experience-induced
neuronal addition, we performed a similar experiment as out-
lined in Figure 11A, but limited the period of DG silencing to just
the first 25 min of environmental exposure (the period in which

we had observed elevated firing of existing DGCs in Figs. 4, 5)
(Fig. 11E). After the initial 25 min, the light was turned off and
animals were permitted to explore in their respective environ-
ments for the remaining 95 min. On the final day of exposure, we
killed animals for post hoc c-Fos and BrdU analyses. Importantly,
we found that 25 min of light was sufficient to suppress the c-Fos
elevation in the Halo-Enr mice (Fig. 11E; 2-tailed unpaired t test
p � 0.695). We likewise observed no change in BrdU� cells between
groups (Fig. 11E; 2-tailed unpaired t test, p � 0.854).

These findings suggest that suppressing the initial activation
of DGCs during novel environmental experiences disrupted
experience-based addition of new hippocampal neurons, impli-
cating active DGCs as playing an essential role in regulating the
addition of new hippocampal neurons.

Discussion
To determine mechanistically how the existing brain circuitry
encodes a novel experience to affect hippocampal plasticity, we
studied the circuit activity of the dorsal DG during exploratory

Figure 8. Virtual environmental enrichment increased the addition of adult-born hippocampal neurons. A, Experimental timeline (top) and diagram of virally mediated lineage tracing in which
lenti-GFAP-Cre and retro-DF-reverse GFP are coinjected into the DG (bottom). B, Left, Representative images of 12-d-old DGC clusters in the DGC layer in Std- and Enr environment-exposed mice.
Right, Plots of average cell cluster size in these groups (Std: 1.97 � 0.17 cells/cluster, Enr: 2.66 � 0.25 cells/cluster; 2-tailed unpaired t test p � 0.024; n � 4,4). Scale bar, 30 �m. C, Sample images
of mice exploring in virtual Std (top) and Enr (bottom) environments. D, Left, Representative images of 12-d-old cell clusters in the GCL of the DG in virtual Std- and Enr environment-exposed mice.
Right, Plots of average cell cluster size for mice exposed to a virtual Enr compared with those exposed to a virtual Std environment (Std: 1.63 � 0.12 cells/cluster; Enr: 2.55 � 0.20 cells/cluster;
2-tailed unpaired t test p  0.001; n � 5,5). E, Left, Representative images of 12-d-old BrdU� cells in the GCL of the DG in Std- and Enr-exposed mice. Right, Plots of average number of BrdU�
cells of mice in the virtual Enr condition compared with those in the virtual Std condition (Std: 1404.7�190.7 cells, Enr: 2175.2�220.1 BrdU� cells; 2-tailed unpaired t test: p�0.0142; n�10,9).
F, Experimental timeline (top) and number of BrdU� cells of mice exposed to 48 h of a virtual Std or Enr environment (bottom) (Std: 2036.3 � 223.5 cells, Enr: 2302 � 173.3 cells; 2-tailed unpaired
t test p � 0.401; n � 3,3). Dots represent individual animals. Statistical significance was defined as *p  0.05, **p  0.01.
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experiences, which are known to promote the survival of new
hippocampal neurons (van Praag et al., 2000; Kirschen et al.,
2016). To observe DG activity directly in awake, behaving ani-
mals on a large spatial scale, we established an in vivo Ca 2�-
imaging method and found that the dorsal DG, which is critically
important in spatial information processing (Moser and Moser,
1998; Hampson et al., 1999), responds to a novel experience by
increasing the firing rate of its active neurons preferentially. Sur-
prisingly, this effect was short lived, decaying back to baseline
levels within 1 h of the exposure to the same environment. More
importantly, the decay in elevated firing could be dishabituated
by introducing animals to a distinct Enr environment. Using a
novel unrestrained VR paradigm, we found that multiple Enr
experiences further increased the number of new hippocampal
neurons to be added into the existing circuit. Ongoing activity
within the trisynaptic circuit during this environmental exploration
is likely critical for novel experience-induced hippocampal neuron
addition because silencing the existing DG network muted this
enhancement.

Novel environmental exploration activates various brain cir-
cuits and increases synaptic plasticity, particularly in the trisyn-
aptic circuit, which processes spatial information for memory
encoding and retrieval (Abraham et al., 2002; Leutgeb et al., 2005;
Kee et al., 2007; Li et al., 2013). In this circuit, integration of new
hippocampal neurons has been widely acknowledged to provide
an additional layer of structural and functional plasticity (Jess-
berger and Gage, 2008, 2014; Sahay et al., 2011b; Cameron and
Glover, 2015). Enr environments, which promote exploration
and enhance hippocampal neurogenesis dramatically, have been
used widely to study how behavior translates into neuroplasticity

(Kempermann et al., 1997; Brown et al.,
2003; Rossi et al., 2006). In the present
study, we used exposure to Enr environ-
ments to study how the trisynaptic circuit
encodes exploration-related activity to in-
fluence the addition of new hippocampal
neurons. To transition seamlessly between
complex environments, we developed a
freely controllable VR system with custom-
programmed environments that could be
called noninvasively and randomly from a
coded environment library. As shown in
Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10, we found that
animals could perform a spatial navigation
task unrestrained in the virtual arena and
that virtual exploration induced analogous
changes in dentate firing activity and neuro-
genesis as its real-world counterpart.

One advantage of the VR system that
we established compared with more tradi-
tional Enr environments is the lack of spa-
tial constraints. For example, most studies
of environmental enrichment conducted
to date have used relatively small, Enr
cages with a limited number of objects
and other spatial cues that may serve to
activate the DG circuit and trigger in-
creased neuronal addition (Kempermann
et al., 1997, 1998; Brown et al., 2003). In-
deed, one study that used an Enr environ-
ment with the same spatial constraints as
the Std control environment failed to
identify an effect of environmental com-

plexity on experience-induced neurogenesis (Grégoire et al.,
2014). Conversely, real, naturalistic environments are enriched
by many orders of magnitude compared with those used in the
laboratory setting. Here, we designed richly complex virtual en-
vironments containing dozens of objects and varying in size up to
16 m 2. Despite the lack of other sensory cues present in real-
world environments (e.g., olfactory, somatosensory), the com-
plex spatial landscape of our virtual environments was sufficient,
not only to activate the mature DG circuit, but also to trigger
experience-dependent neuronal addition.

An important question that future investigations should ad-
dress pertains to the behavioral consequences of hippocampal
neuronal addition induced by multiple novel experiences. Previ-
ous work has established that environmental enrichment im-
proves spatial memory performance in rodents (Kempermann et
al., 1997; Nilsson et al., 1999; Williams et al., 2001) and that the
number of new neurons influences this behavioral facilitation
(Sahay et al., 2011a; McAvoy et al., 2016). Adult-born neurons in
the DG have been shown to be critical for encoding contextual
information and for relaying this information to CA3 target
projections for subsequent recall, especially in cases of highly
overlapping representations (Jessberger et al., 2009; Sahay et al.,
2011a; Denny et al., 2014). It will be interesting to determine
whether new neurons resulting from multiple novel experiences
confer any particular advantages to learning or memory of con-
textual or spatial information.

Because DGCs are the principal local excitatory cells in the
DG, we focused on the circuit in which these cells participate.
More importantly, many of the regions that we identified with a
significantly elevated c-Fos expression profile in the Enr environ-

Figure 9. Multiple virtual Enr environments cumulatively promoted hippocampal neuronal addition. A, Experimental timeline.
Mice were exposed to either a single Enr environment or multiple Enr environments (2/d) during each exposure session. B, Left,
Representative images of BrdU� cells in the GCL of single- and multiple enrichment-exposed mice. Scale bar, 30 �m. Right, Plots
of the number of BrdU� cells in the GCL of mice exposed to the multiple enrichment and single enrichment groups (single
enrichment: 1256.7 � 68.5 cells, multiple enrichment: 1982.4 � 214.7 cells, 2-tailed unpaired t test p � 0.007; n � 6,5). C, Left,
Representative images of GFP� cell clusters in the GCL of single- and multiple enrichment-exposed mice. Scale bar, 30 �m. Right,
Plots of the average cell cluster size for mice exposed to multiple enrichment compared with those exposed to single enrichment
(single enrichment: 1.64 � 0.14 cells/cluster; multiple enrichment: 2.15 � 0.16 cells/cluster; 2-tailed unpaired t test p � 0.019;
n � 3,3). Scale bars, 30 �m. Dots represent individual animals. Statistical significance was defined as *p  0.05, **p  0.01.
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ment outside of the hippocampus project directly to the DG (Fig.
1A). Of course, whether this other circuit activity contributes to
neurogenesis and activity coding by DGCs remains to be tested.
Conversely, the effect of immature DGCs on the activity of the

mature circuit during exploratory behavior remains an open
question. For example, immature DG neurons are excited pref-
erentially by parvalbumin� interneurons and recruit feedback
inhibition onto the mature circuit, facilitating the young neu-

Figure 10. Virtual Enr environments promote the firing of active DGCs. A, Experimental timeline (top) and diagram (bottom left) and representative image (bottom right) of a mouse freely exploring in a
virtual environment with simultaneous Ca 2� transient monitoring. B, Scatter plot of the distribution of Ca 2� event rates of cells in the virtual Std environment and virtual Enr environment. Dots represent
individual cell event rates. Red represents line of equivalence. Data are normalized by dividing event rate values by distance traveled (in units of Hz/cm*10 �4). C, Distribution of Ca 2� event rates in the Enr
compared with the Std condition (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, p  0.001; n � 359 cells from 4 animals). Data are normalized by dividing event rate values by distance traveled (in units of Hz/cm*10 �4).
D, Portions of cells exhibiting decreased, elevated, or the same event rate in the Enr condition versus Std condition (likelihood ratio test on multinomial distribution p  0.001). Dots represent trial averages.
E,DistributionsoftheAUCforrecordedCa 2� transients intheEnrandStdconditions(Kolmogorov–Smirnovtest,p0.001).F,Numberofcellsdetectedpertrial inthevirtualEnrandStdconditions(Std:41.1�
4.8 cells, Enr: 42.6�4.6 cells; 2-tailed paired t test p�0.702). Dots represent trial averages. G, Left, Exposure timeline and representative images of c-Fos- stained cells in the GCL of the DG in virtual Std and Enr
environment-exposedmice.Scalebar,30�m.Right,Plotofc-Fos�cells intheGCLofmiceexposedtovirtualStdorEnrenvironments(relativefoldchange:Std:1.00�0.23;Enr:2.44�0.26;2-tailed unpaired
t test p � 0.0039; n � 3,4). H, Left, Representative images of c-fos� cells in the GCL of the DG of single, familiar Enr environment (Fam)- and multiple, novel Enr environment (Nov)-exposed mice. Scale bar,
30�m. Right, Plot of c-Fos� cells in the GCL of mice in the multiple enrichment condition compared with those in the single enrichment condition (relative fold change in c-Fos� cells: Fam: 1.00�0.13, Nov:
1.39 � 0.12; 2-tailed unpaired t test p � 0.013; n � 4,4). Statistical significance was defined as *p  0.05, **p  0.01.
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Figure 11. Optical silencing of DGCs abolished enrichment-induced hippocampal neurogenesis. A, Experimental timeline. Mice were injected with AAV-CaMKII-GFP or AAV-CaMKII-Halo and
implanted with head mounts for optical stimulation, given 2 weeks to recover, and then given a single intraperitoneal BrdU injection and exposed to either an Enr or Std environment for 12 d (2 h/d)
with light stimulation (1 Hz, 5 ms in duration). B, Left, Representative images of the GCL of the DG from mice in the GFP and Halo groups under Std and Enr environments, respectively. Scale bar, 30
�m. Right, Plots of BrdU� cells in the GCL of mice in the GFP-Enr group compared with those in the GFP-Std group (relative fold change in Brdu: GFP-Std: 1.00�0.17, GFP-Enr: 1.90�0.32, 2-tailed
unpaired t test p � 0.025),and BrdU� cells in the GCL of mice in the Halo-Enr compared with those in the Halo-Std group (Halo-Std: 1.00 � 0.20, Halo-Enr: 1.07 � 0.20, 2-tailed unpaired t test
p � 0.818). C, Left, Representative images of c-fos staining in the GCL of the DG of AAV-CaMKII-GFP and AAV-CaMKII-Halo injected mice exposed to an Enr or Std environment. Right, Plots of c-Fos�
cells in the GCL of mice in the GFP-Enr condition and GFP-Std condition (relative fold change c-Fos� cells/field: GFP-Std: 1.00 � 0.19, GFP-Enr: 3.70 � 0.46; 2-tailed unpaired t test p  0.001). Left,
Plots of c-Fos� cells in the GCL of mice in the Halo-Enr condition and Halo-Std condition (Halo-Std: 4.36�0.59 c-Fos� cells/field, Halo-Enr: 3.57�0.64, 2-tailed unpaired t test p �0.370). D, Plot
of the percentage of time that mice spent exploring objects in an Enr environment (GFP-Enr: 54.4 � 4.9%, GFP-Halo: 50.5 � 2.0%; 2-tailed unpaired t test p � 0.428; n � 2 trials each from 3,4
animals). E, Top left, Experimental timeline. Bottom left, Representative image of c-Fos staining of the DG taken from a Halo-Enr animal exposed to 25 min of light in an Enr environment. The
arrowhead points to a c-Fos� cell. Right, Plots of relative fold change in c-Fos� cells (Halo-Std: 1.00 � 0.18, Halo-Enr: 0.90 � 0.16; 2-tailed unpaired t test p � 0.695; n � 3,4), and BrdU� cells
(Halo-Std: 1.00 � 0.28, Halo-Enr: 1.08 � 0.26; 2-tailed unpaired t test p � 0.854; n � 3,4). Dots represent individual animals. Statistical significance was defined as *p  0.05, **p  0.01.
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rons’ experience-dependent integration (Temprana et al., 2015;
Alvarez et al., 2016). Because the DG regulates its overall activity
by balancing the firing of mature and immature neurons (Drew
et al., 2016; van Ooyen and Butz-Ostendorf, 2017), it will be
interesting to see what effect ablating newborn neurons may have
on the activity of the existing circuit during novel environmental
exploration. Nevertheless, the present study revealed the robust
activation of mature DGCs upon an initial exposure to an Enr
environment versus a Std one. Surprisingly, we found that an
almost entirely overlapping population of active DGCs is re-
cruited in Std, familiar Enr, and novel Enr environments. Given
the sparse coding nature of the DG (Chawla et al., 2005; Aimone
et al., 2011; Danielson et al., 2016; Pilz et al., 2016), whether other
brain areas use similar mechanisms of information coding re-
mains to be determined.

Whether there exist distinct subpopulations of DGCs respon-
sible for coding different aspects of the environmental patterns
also remains unknown. Likewise, we found that DGCs exhibited
place field-like features in their firing pattern (O’Keefe and Bur-
gess, 1996), but the place-coding properties of the DG require
further investigation.

We found that DGCs appear to act in a rapid and circuit-
autonomous fashion to promote enrichment-induced addition
of new hippocampal neurons because specific silencing of preex-
isting DGCs during even just the initial phase of environmental
exploration was sufficient to abolish this enhancement (Fig. 11E).
Interestingly, silencing the DG circuit did not seem to disrupt
exploratory behavior during initial contextual exposure (Fig.
11D). We hypothesize that this may be due to the fact that, here,
we silenced the mature circuit but because neurogenesis was in-
tact, simple contextual tasks such as free object exploration (ver-
sus, for example, goal-directed navigation or cued contextual
recall) may be the job of new adult-born neurons compared with
mature ones (Saxe et al., 2007; Drew et al., 2010; Gu et al., 2012).
Alternatively, the mature DG circuit may not participate directly
in the generation of exploratory behavior during initial context
exposure per se, but rather may act simply as an encoder of con-
textual information (which may be necessary to trigger an in-
crease in neurogenesis).

Along with in vivo imaging of activity in other hippocampal
subregions during active spatial information gathering and pro-
cessing (Dombeck et al., 2010), these findings pose exciting new
questions regarding the online coordination of activity in the
trisynaptic circuit in the intact brain, especially because new neu-
rons are in the process of actively integrating. Importantly, we
found that this activity is likely essential to encode information
necessary to promote the rate of addition of new hippocampal
neurons.

In sum, we have shown that preexisting active DGCs respond
to novel experiences by increasing their firing rate to influence
the number of newborn neurons to be added into the existing
circuit during a certain period. This work advances our under-
standing of how the adult brain controls its plasticity through
regulating the capacity of adult hippocampal neurogenesis. It will
be interesting to further investigate the mechanisms by which
elevated DG activity is transduced to increase the addition of new
neurons in the adult brain.
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